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	🌲🌲 Special Match Offer: In honor of Earth Day, any gift you make to Earthjustice in April will be matched $2:$1. Donate 💚
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Looking for more?

	Visit Career Opportunities to join our team at Earthjustice
	Visit Action Alerts for ways to get involved and take action
	Visit Our Team to meet Earthjustice's senior leadership and program staff
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                            Press Release
                            
                            March 29, 2024
                        

                        Proposed Haze Pollution Consent Decree Sets Schedule to Improve Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas

                        Deadlines set for EPA to take action on 33 states’ plans to reduce haze pollution



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Hurricane Ida toppled these power lines near a petroleum refinery outside LaPlace, Louisiana. Ida's eastern wall went right over LaPlace, inflicting heavy damage on the area.(Michael Robinson Chavez / The Washington Post via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 13, 2024
                        

                        Sierra Club, Earthjustice Challenge SEC’s Weakened Climate Risk Disclosure Rule

                        Final rule significantly curtailed emissions disclosure requirements despite widespread support



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: SEC Chairman Gary Gensler testifies during the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee hearing titled Oversight of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in 2022. (Tom Williams / CQ-Roll Call, Inc via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 6, 2024
                        

                        SEC Climate Disclosure Rule Represents Important Progress, But Falls Short on Key Metrics of Financial Risk

                        Final rule improves upon status quo, but still enables companies to conceal financial risks 
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                            Article
                            
                            December 15, 2023
                        

                        How Our Fight for 4 Species Helped Save the Sierra Nevada

                        A decades-long fight for four imperiled species — and an entire landscape — is nearly complete.
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                        Our Board of Trustees

                        Earthjustice’s work is supported and guided by our Board of Trustees.
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                            feature
                            
                            February 28, 2024
                        

                        Right To Zero: Building a Zero-emissions Future

                        We’re creating a zero-emissions reality from coast to coast.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Pumpjacks operating at the Kern River Oil Field in Bakersfield, California in 2015. (Jae C. Hong / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 7, 2024
                        

                        California Court Rules Kern County Oil, Gas Permitting Scheme Illegal

                        County’s environmental review again deemed unlawful, local permitting halted



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Clean Air Laredo Coalition and Rio Grande International Study Center rally in front of Midwest Sterilizer facility in Laredo, TX. The facility ranks among the most polluting facilities in the nation of ethylene oxide emissions. (RGISC)]
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                            March 14, 2024
                        

                        EPA Finalizes Rule on Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer Facilities’ Emissions  

                        Nearly 14 million people in the US live near facilities that emit one of the most toxic air pollutants regulated by the agency 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            January 12, 2024
                        

                        Fifth Circuit Upholds EPA Designation that Rural East Texas Counties Have Unhealthy Air

                        Decision paves way to require Martin Lake Coal Plant to reduce harmful sulfur dioxide emissions



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: A Florida panther at White Oak Conservation Center, Florida. (Frans Lanting / National Geographic)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            February 16, 2024
                        

                        Federal Court Strikes Down EPA Approval of Florida Wetlands Program

                        Judge finds EPA and USFWS failed to comply with Endangered Species Act 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            February 8, 2024
                        

                        Advocates and Consumers Energy Reach Agreement on Critical Energy Efficiency Programs

                        Michigan Public Service Commission approves settlement agreement that will significantly help utility customers



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: The U.S. Supreme Court. (Phil Roeder / CC BY 2.0)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            February 21, 2024
                        

                        Supreme Court to Hear Oral Arguments on Cross-State Ozone Pollution

                        Blocking the Good Neighbor Plan would be extraordinarily harmful



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: A dunlin searches for food among short green grasses in the Western Arctic, in the area close to Lake Teshekpuk. (Kiliii Yuyan for Earthjustice)]
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                            December 11, 2023
                        

                        2023: A Year in Earthjustice

                        Together, we achieved extraordinary wins for the earth and its people. Thank you.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Residents observe the fire consuming the TPC Group plant on Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019, in Port Neches, Texas. Two massive explosions 13 hours apart tore through the chemical plant and one left several workers injured. (Marie D. De Jesús / Houston Chronicle via AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 1, 2024
                        

                        EPA Strengthens Chemical Disaster Safeguards 

                        Nearly 180 million people live in the worst-case scenario zones for a chemical disaster 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: A haze of smog covers the Port of Houston. (James Dillard)]
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                            February 28, 2024
                        

                        The EPA’s Good Neighbor Plan: Defending Public Health in the Supreme Court

                        The future of the Good Neighbor Plan hangs in the balance, with implications for public health and economic prosperity nationwide.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Fred Fisher and Don Harris, two of Earthjustice's co-founders, in a quiet moment. (Photo used with permission)]
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                            January 4, 2023
                        

                        The Founders of Earthjustice

                        In 1971, Phil Berry, Fred Fisher, and Don Harris founded the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (as Earthjustice was then known), dedicated to fighting in court and in Washington, D.C., on behalf of the Sierra Club and other environmental groups.
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                        Law Clerk Program

                        Earthjustice welcomes summer law clerks who share a passion for justice and a healthy environment. Only students who are currently enrolled in law school are eligible to apply.
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                            December 15, 2023
                        

                        Brief: Center for Biological Diversity and Sierra Club v. United States Department of Energy

                        Petition for Review of United States Department of Energy Decisions to approve the LNG export license for the Alaska LNG project.



                    

                

            

            




	




	
		

	







	

		

	





	

	



		

	





	

	
	
								
		

			
			
	
		

	
		
						
							
			
						
			

	
								
		

			
			
	
		  

    Make Every Day Earth Day.


	





			
			
	
		
	In honor of Earth Day and the fight for the wild spaces we love, the air we breathe, the water we drink — any gift you make for the month of April will be matched $2:$1!
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				[image: Alyssa Anderson, a second-generation beekeeper, holds a baby bee in a California orchard.]
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		Manage Your Monthly Gift
	Manage Your Email Subscriptions
	Manage Your Postal Mail Subscriptions
	Update Your Contact Information
	View Your Donation History



	







			
			
	
		  

    The Law Makes Change


	




	
		
	Stay informed on how we hold accountable those who break our environmental laws.
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	© 2024 Earthjustice. We respect your privacy. Earthjustice is a 501(c)3 nonprofit. Your contribution is tax-deductible. EIN 94-1730465.
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